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Abstract. We perform a composite likelihood analysis of subdivided regions within the cen-
tral 26◦×20◦ of the Milky Way, with the aim of characterizing the spectrum of the gamma-ray
galactic center excess in regions of varying galactocentric distance. Outside of the innermost
few degrees, we find that the radial profile of the excess is background-model dependent and
poorly constrained. The spectrum of the excess emission is observed to extend upwards of 10
GeV outside ∼ 5◦ in radius, but cuts off steeply between 10–20 GeV only in the innermost few
degrees. If interpreted as a real feature of the excess, this radial variation in the spectrum
has important implications for both astrophysical and dark matter interpretations of the
galactic center excess. Single-component dark matter annihilation models face challenges in
reproducing this variation; on the other hand, a population of unresolved millisecond pulsars
contributing both prompt and secondary inverse Compton emission may be able to explain
the spectrum as well as its spatial dependency. We show that the expected differences in the
photon-count distributions of a smooth dark matter annihilation signal and an unresolved
point source population are an order of magnitude smaller than the fluctuations in residuals
after fitting the data, which implies that mismodeling is an important systematic effect in
point source analyses aimed at resolving the gamma-ray excess.ar
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1 Introduction
Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) observations towards the Milky Way center have revealed
a spatially extended source of gamma rays in excess of the modeled astrophysical backgrounds
[1–14]. This ‘galactic center excess’ (GCE) has so far been found to be robust against
variations in background modeling [7, 9, 11, 13–15]. Possible explanations for this excess
include weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP) dark matter annihilations, unresolved
milllisecond pulsars (MSPs), and cosmic-ray outbursts from the galactic center.
The interpretation of the GCE as emission from dark matter annihilations has raised
considerable interest due to the findings of Refs. [1, 5–7, 9, 10, 12–14] that point out (1) the
spatial morphology of the GCE is consistent with that WIMP annihilations in a Navarro-
Frenk-White (NFW) dark matter halo, (2) the spectrum of the GCE is consistent with
predictions for WIMP annihilations into Standard Model particles, and (3) the annihilation
cross sections required to fit the modeled spectra to the data are of the same order as the
weak-scale annihilation cross section that results in the observed relic abundance of dark
matter. However, the excess emission may also be attributed to astrophysical sources. A
large unresolved population of millisecond pulsars remains a viable astrophysical explanation
for the excess emission [5, 6, 16–22]: the typical MSP spectrum, as observed in globular
clusters, is consistent with the observed GCE spectrum [23], and the spatial distribution of
low-mass X-ray binaries (which are thought to be an earlier evolutionary phase of MSPs)
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is consistent with an NFW-like power law, at least in M31 [18].1 Additionally, the central
regions of the Milky Way have experienced violent eruptions in the past, as evidenced by the
lobed structures of the Fermi bubbles emanating from the galactic center [25]; this history
of burst activity has motivated authors to consider cosmic-ray injection events as another
possible astrophysical explanation for the GCE [26–29].
Any spectral or spatial variation (or lack thereof) in the signal would be of critical
importance in discerning amongst the possible origins of the GCE. For example, a prompt
dark matter annihilation signal—where the subsequent decay and hadronization of the Stan-
dard Model products occurs quickly and the ensuing gamma rays are emitted at the site of
annihilation—should have an intensity directly proportional to the square of the dark matter
density profile, and the spectrum should be independent of sky position. On the other hand,
if the GCE was at least partially produced through inverse Compton (IC) scattering from
a population of high-energy leptons—which is possible in the cases of MSPs [17, 19], dark
matter annihilations to leptons [30–33], or a leptonic cosmic-ray outburst—its spectrum and
intensity would be dependent on cosmic-ray diffusion processes in the central Milky Way as
well as the interstellar radiation field (ISRF). We might thus expect to observe some variation
in the spectral shape and normalization as a function of sky position if the GCE source was
(at least partially) leptonic.2
The GCE has been observed within the innermost few degrees of the Milky Way [1, 5–
7, 9, 10, 12] (hereafter referred to as the ‘galactic center’) as well as the region immediately
exterior to the galactic center (hereafter referred to as the ‘inner galaxy’) [12, 13]. In this
paper, we compare the best-fit spectra and morphologies across multiple regions, including
the galactic center, using consistent diffuse background models and fitting procedures between
analyses of each region. The key idea is to use the morphologies of the diffuse backgrounds
to constrain the spectrum and thereby investigate the spatial uniformity and photon-count
distribution of the excess. We discuss our results in terms of their implications for both dark
matter and astrophysical interpretations of the GCE. In particular, we investigate (1) the
presence of a power law-like feature in the GCE spectrum, with emission extending upwards
of ∼ 20 GeV [13, 14] and (2) the consistency of the GCE with a population of unresolved
MSPs [34, 35].
Analyses of the excess in the inner galaxy report a power law-like high-energy tail
in the GCE spectrum beyond 10 GeV, possibly extending upwards of ∼ 20 − 100 GeV
[13, 14, 31]. If the GCE is a bona fide signal from dark matter annihilations, multiple
particle properties (mass, annihilation primaries, branching ratios) are encoded within the
shape of its gamma-ray spectrum. Inclusion or exclusion of the high-energy tail in the GCE
spectrum can greatly affect the best fit dark matter mass and annihilation channel(s). If
the GCE has an astrophysical origin, the presence of high-energy emission could inform us
about the processes that gave rise to it and perhaps rule out certain scenarios. In Sections
3.4 and 4.1 we investigate whether the high-energy tail of the GCE spectrum originates from
the same source that produces its spectrum below ∼10 GeV.
Recent results support an unresolved point source origin for the GCE and indicate
that such sources may be able to account for the entirety of the excess in the inner galaxy
1The population in M31 is used instead of the Milky Way as the current INTEGRAL catalog of low-mass
X-ray binaries in the Milky Way bulge has substantial completeness concerns [24].
2Hadronic cosmic-ray outbursts may also impinge upon gas and produce gamma rays through subsequent
pi0 decays and bremsstrahlung processes; however, the gamma rays produced in this scenario will trace the
gas distribution and thus have a disk-like, not spherical, morphology.
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[34, 35]. If so, this would strongly imply that most, if not all, of the GCE signal is pro-
duced by millisecond pulsars, not dark matter annihilation. This would be evidence of an
as-yet-undiscovered pulsar population at the galactic center with exciting implications for as-
tronomy across the electromagnetic spectrum. The MSP interpretation of the excess would
also set strong upper limits on the WIMP annihilation cross section. In Section 4.2 we at-
tempt to determine whether our findings are suggestive of either an unresolved point source
distribution or annihilation in a smooth NFW halo.
2 Methods
We use approximately 73 months of Pass 7 data from the Fermi-LAT taken between August
2008 and September 2014.3 We use CLEAN-class photon events and the Pass 7 reprocessed
instrument response functions. The photon events range from 700 MeV–200 GeV and are
binned in 8 logarithmically spaced bins from 700 MeV–10 GeV and 3 high-energy bins from
10–200 GeV. We use larger bin sizes above 10 GeV to compensate for the lower photon counts
at high-energies. We apply a maximum zenith angle cut of 90◦ to avoid contamination from
Earth limb emission. We define our ‘inner galaxy’ regions of interest (ROIs) and ‘galactic
center’ ROIs in Tab. 2 as well as Fig. 1.
Many studies of the galactic center emission, including this work, rely on spatial template-
based analyses in which the GCE spectrum is fit alongside the spectra of the background
diffuse emission and point sources. The strengths of such analyses lie in their ability to
effectively subtract out the bulk of the astrophysical backgrounds from the data. However,
this method inherently introduces systematic effects by assuming a given spatial profile for
each diffuse background source. Potentially large errors in the best-fit GCE spectrum may
arise if the spatial templates assumed for the backgrounds differ considerably from the true
background emission. For this reason we test three different diffuse background models (de-
scribed below in Sec. 2.1) to estimate the systematic error in the GCE spectrum due to the
uncertainty in our assumptions about the astrophysical background. Our results are valid
and robust under the three models tested below, but note that the range of backgrounds
tested here is more limited than used in previous works [11, 13].
2.1 Fit components
The gamma-ray observations are modeled as a combination of the following source templates:
Diffuse gamma-ray background: The primary diffuse astrophysical gamma-ray
background is produced by the following processes:
• Neutral pion (pi0) decay: Neutral pions are produced when hadronic cosmic rays im-
pinge upon clouds of gas in the interstellar medium (ISM). The pi0’s subsequently decay
into pairs of high-energy photons.
• Bremsstrahlung radiation: High-energy electron cosmic rays interact with gas in the
ISM.
• Inverse Compton radiation: High-energy electron cosmic rays upscatter lower energy
background starlight photons in the interstellar radiation field.
3This study uses the Pass 7 data as it was commenced before the public release of the Pass 8 dataset.
Ref. [36] show that using Pass 7 versus Pass 8 data has a negligible effect on the GCE spectrum, including
the higher energies.
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We model the gamma-ray emission from the above processes using the WebRun inter-
face of the GALPROP (version 54) cosmic-ray propagation code [37–39], which computes
the diffusion and energy losses for a chosen set of propagation parameters and outputs the
resultant gamma-ray skymap templates and spectra. For a given diffusion model, we gener-
ate the emission templates from pi0 decay and bremsstrahlung separately and then combine
them into a single pi0+bremsstrahlung diffuse template. The spatial distribution of back-
ground emission from pi0 decay and bremsstrahlung radiation is very similar because both
processes require the same gas cloud target. If individual templates are included for the pi0
and bremsstrahlung emission, the large degeneracies between the two spatial morphologies
would make it difficult for the likelihood maximization to correctly fit the spectrum of each
component. We therefore fit a single, combined pi0+bremsstrahlung diffuse template in each
energy bin to avoid the inclusion of two templates with largely degenerate morphologies. The
pi0+bremsstrahlung and IC components are fit independently of each other.
To test the robustness of our results, we repeat the analysis with three different diffuse
gamma-ray background models generated using GALPROP. We use models selected from the
suite of diffuse backgrounds tested by Ref. [13] in their systematic analysis of the GCE signal.
For consistency and ease of comparison between works, we refer to the background models
using the same labelling (A/E/F) as in Ref. [13]. The variations in the input parameters for
our diffuse backgrounds are listed in Tab. 1. GALPROP model A is chosen for testing as it
is ‘tuned’ such that the recovered best-fit template normalizations after fitting to the data
agree well with the GALPROP prediction. Model F is chosen as it was found to provide the
highest likelihood fit in the inner galaxy between 2◦ < |b| < 20◦. We chose to test GALPROP
model E as an extreme case: the low diffusion coefficient D0 in this model leads to a large
bump in the IC spectrum below 10 GeV as well as different spatial morphologies compared
to models A and F. The effects of fitting with this extreme background are further discussed
in Sec. 3.1. For a detailed description of the effects of varying diffuse model parameters on
the characterization of the GCE, see Refs. [13, 14].
GCE template: The GCE is well-fit by annihilation signals based on NFW profiles
[44], which approximate cold dark matter halo densities in N-body simulations. We therefore
base our set of GCE templates upon the signal morphology that is predicted for annihilations
in an NFW halo, which is proportional to the density squared, integrated along the line of
sight. It should be noted that the spatial profile we assume in our template model for the
GCE is not unique to dark matter annihilations, and may also be consistent with a central
MSP population [5]. The dark matter density profiles in N-body simulations have been found
to follow the functional form
ρ(r) =
ρs
(r/rs)γ [1 + r/rs](3−γ)
. (2.1)
The density profile is normalized to the local dark matter density at the solar position,
ρ = 0.3 GeV cm−3 [45], with scale radius rs = 23 kpc. The log slope of the NFW density
profile asymptotes to the inner slope γ as r approaches the halo center. In regions lying
outside the central few degrees, such as our inner galaxy ROIs, the density slope begins to
deviate from the asymptotic inner value γ. Thus, there is some degeneracy between the
NFW inner profile slope γ and the scale radius rs as the region of interest moves away from
the galactic center. In outlying regions (but not the galactic center), a GCE template with
a shallower inner slope γ and smaller scale radius rs may be similar in morphology to a
template with a steeper inner slope and larger scale radius. Since our aim is to describe the
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Model zD D0 dv/dz CR Source αe/αp Ne/Np B-field ISRF TS
A 4 5.0 50 SNR 2.43/2.47 2.00/5.8 090050020 1.36/1.36/1.0 150
E 4 2.0 0 SNR 2.43/2.39 0.40/4.9 050100020 1.0/1.0/1.0 150
F 6 8.3 0 PLSL 2.42/2.39 0.49/4.8 050100020 1.0/1.0/1.0 10
5
Table 1. Input parameters for our set of three GALPROP diffuse background models. We use the
same scale radius rD=20 kpc and Alfve´n speed vA=32.7 km s
−1 for all models. The scale height zD
is given in units of kpc. The diffusion coefficient D0 is given in units ×1028cm3 s−1. The convection
velocity gradient dv/dz is given in km s−1 kpc−1. The cosmic-ray source distribution is taken from
either the measured supernova remnant (SNR) distribution [40] or the Lorimer pulsar distribution
[41]. (Both of these cosmic-ray distributions approach zero at the galactic center and are in all
likelihood severely underestimating the cosmic-ray source density in the innermost kpc. We discuss
the implications of this deficiency in Sec. 3.1.) The power law index of the electron (proton) injection
spectrum above rigidity 2.18 (11.3) GV is given by αe(αp). The electron (proton) cosmic-ray injection
spectrum is normalized to Ne(Np) in units of ×10−9 cm−2 sr−1 s−1 MeV−1 at 34.5 (100) GeV. The
first set of three digits in the magnetic field model are B0 × 10µG, the second set of three digits are
rc × 10 kpc, and the last set of three digits are zc × 10 kpc. ISRF normalization factors are given for
the optical, IR, and CMB components respectively. The gas spin temperature TS is in units of K. A
fuller description of the parameters may be found in Refs. [42, 43].
morphology preferred by the inner galaxy excess (rather than infer the parameters of the
NFW-like profile), we fix the scale radius to rs = 23 kpc.
For a source originating from Majorana dark matter annihilations with velocity-averaged
cross section 〈σv〉, the differential flux received along a line of sight towards galactic coordi-
nates (l, b) is given by
dΦ(l, b)
dE
=
1
4pim2χ
〈σv〉
2
J(l, b)
dNγ
dE
, (2.2)
where mχ is the dark matter particle mass, and dNγ/dE is the gamma-spectrum per an-
nihilation. The quantity J(l, b), commonly referred to as the ‘J-factor’, depends on the
astronomical dark matter distribution and is equal to the mass density squared, integrated
over the line of sight x through (l, b):
J =
∫
l.o.s
ρ2(rGC(x, l, b)) dx (2.3)
where rGC = [R
2−2xRcos(l)cos(b)+x2]1/2 is the distance from the galactic center. For our
ROIs close to the Milky Way center, r  rs so that ρ(r) ∝ r−γ . We use the value R = 8.25
kpc for the solar distance to the galactic center.
As previously discussed, one of our goals is to test whether the GCE in the galactic
center and inner galaxy regions can be described with a single NFW annihilation profile. We
use NFW annihilation templates with inner slopes γ = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3} when fitting the
GCE in the galactic center and inner galaxy to test whether any of these profiles yields con-
sistent fluxes between various ROIs. We also test a template with γ = 0.8 for the GALPROP
model F background in the inner galaxy, which is the one case we find where the likelihood
favors shallower NFW profiles.
Fermi bubbles: The Fermi bubbles are a diffuse, lobed source extending up to
∼ 50◦ North and South in latitude from the galactic center [25]. The bubbles are found by
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Ref. [46] to have a hard spectrum of dN/dE ∝ E−1.9±0.2 with a high-energy cutoff around
100 GeV. We employ a flat emission template with edges defined as in Ref. [25] because our
GALPROP-generated diffuse backgrounds do not model this extended source. The use of a
uniform spatial template is motivated by Refs. [25, 46]’s finding that the bubbles’ intensity
is approximately flat in projection. As the bulk of the Fermi bubbles’ emission lies at farther
latitudes outside our ROIs, we use additional regions defined by 330◦ ≤ l ≤ 20◦, 20◦ ≤ |b| ≤
35◦ in the northern and southern galactic hemispheres to externally constrain their spectrum
within the ROI. These regions were chosen to lie outside of b = 20◦ to avoid overlap with
other subregions. Although the northern lobe of the bubble template extends into our galactic
center ROI, we do not include this template as part of the galactic center fit as (1) its spatial
profile becomes uncertain at low latitudes and (2) its flux per steradian is subdominant to
other extended components in the galactic center.
20 cm gas template: We include a gas template for the galactic ridge structure as
previously described in Refs. [7, 9, 10, 47, 48]. This emission, which is correlated with 20 cm
radio emission as well as∼TeV gamma-ray emission in the central region, has been interpreted
by Refs. [7, 9, 10, 48] as bremsstrahlung emission from a population of high-energy electrons
in the galactic center.
WISE 3.4 µm template: We include a template tracing the infrared starlight emission
in the galactic center. This component was interpreted in Ref. [10] to be IC emission (in
excess of the GALPROP predicted IC flux) from a population of high-energy leptons. We do
not find any flux associated with this template in our analysis, which is consistent with our
previous finding in Ref. [10] which found that the spectrum of the component had a steep
cutoff around ∼400–500 MeV, which is below the minimum energy of our analysis. This is
also found in the work of Ref. [33] using self-consistent GALPROP modeling of the additional
IC emission. Thus, we do not show any spectrum for this component in Figs. 2 and 3.
Point sources: We include point sources from the Fermi 3FGL point source catalog
[49] that lie within or near the regions of interest (ROIs). Sources listed in the catalog with
significance σ > 5.0 are free to have their spectra varied.
Isotropic gamma-ray background: We do not assume a fixed spectrum for the
isotropic extragalactic background, but fit the normalization of a uniform isotropic back-
ground template independently in each energy bin. We note that Refs. [9, 10, 12] find evidence
for an isotropic or close to isotropic component in the innermost 7◦ × 7◦ that is somewhat
brighter than the Fermi collaboration’s standard extragalactic isotropic background template
[50]. Refs. [9, 10] fit this component with either an additional isotropic template (Ref. [9])
or a nearly isotropic ‘new diffuse’ (ND) template (Ref. [10]). Hence, we test the case where
the isotropic component in the galactic center region is allowed to vary separately from the
isotropic component in the inner galaxy.
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Figure 1. Total observed counts map with labelled regions of interest. Each ROI will be referred to
hereafter using its label from this figure. We will collectively refer to the entirety of the ROIs excluding
the innermost 7◦ × 7◦ as the ‘inner galaxy’ (orange). The innermost 7◦ × 7◦ ROI is referred to as the
‘galactic center’ (blue). The overlap of the Fermi bubble template used in this analysis (c.f. Sec. 2.1)
with the ROIs is shown as the gray overlay. Not shown here are the farther latitude N2/S2/bubble
N/bubble S ROIs which were used to constrain the Fermi bubble spectrum and estimate the extent
of the GCE signal.
2.2 Fit procedure
We use the Composite2 tool within the Fermi Science Tools Python interface [51] to perform
a composite likelihood analysis of multiple ROIs simultaneously for each energy bin. This
allows for any number of chosen model parameters—e.g. flux normalization of the diffuse
background components in the chosen energy bin—to be tied across multiple ROIs, while still
allowing for the possibility that other extended sources—e.g. the GCE template—might be fit
with different normalizations between ROIs. We constrain the normalization of the extended
astrophysical sources (GALPROP pi0+bremsstrahlung diffuse, GALPROP IC diffuse, Fermi
bubbles, and isotropic background templates) to be the same throughout all ROIs in Tab. 2.
The origin of the GCE is yet unknown and we do not presume that it must be fit with a single
spectrum and template normalization across all regions. Thus, we allow the GCE template
to be fit with different normalizations in the individual inner galaxy and galactic center ROIs
shown in Fig. 1.
We perform purely spatial fits to the data within each independent energy bin, i.e., we do
not require the modeled sources to follow any fixed spectral shape or parameterized functional
form across multiple energy bins. This is also true for the galactic diffuse templates and
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Region of interest Range in l Range in b Angular area (sr)
Galactic center
GC −3.5◦ ≤ l ≤ 3.5◦ −3.5◦ ≤ b ≤ 3.5◦ 1.49× 10−2
Inner galaxy
N −5◦ ≤ l ≤ 5◦ 4◦ ≤ b ≤ 10◦ 1.83× 10−2
S −5◦ ≤ l ≤ 5◦ −10◦ ≤ b ≤ −4◦ 1.83× 10−2
NE 347◦ ≤ l ≤ 353◦ 1◦ ≤ b ≤ 10◦ 1.64× 10−2
NW 7◦ ≤ l ≤ 13◦ 1◦ ≤ b ≤ 10◦ 1.64× 10−2
SE 347◦ ≤ l ≤ 353◦ −10◦ ≤ b ≤ −1◦ 1.64× 10−2
SW 7◦ ≤ l ≤ 13◦ −10◦ ≤ b ≤ −1◦ 1.64× 10−2
N2 −5◦ ≤ l ≤ 5◦ 11◦ ≤ b ≤ 19◦ 2.44× 10−2
S2 −5◦ ≤ l ≤ 5◦ −19◦ ≤ b ≤ −11◦ 2.44× 10−2
bubble N 330◦ ≤ l ≤ 20◦ 25◦ ≤ b ≤ 35◦ 2.28× 10−1
bubble S 330◦ ≤ l ≤ 20◦ −35◦ ≤ b ≤ −25◦ 2.28× 10−1
Table 2. Our regions of interest, as defined by range in galactic longitude l and latitude b. Angular
areas in steradians are also given, although all our results for best-fit GCE flux in each ROI are
normalized to display the total expected flux (GeV s−1 cm−2) from the 35◦ × 35◦ GCE template,
based on the observed flux for each individual ROI. Note that the farthest latitude regions ‘bubble
N/S’ and ‘N2/S2’ are not included in the GCE analysis and thus not shown in Fig. 1; they are included
solely for the purpose of constraining the Fermi bubbles’ spectrum and testing the extent of the GCE
signal.
isotropic background, which are typically constrained to have a fixed spectral shape. We note
that the GALPROP code does give a prediction of the spectrum for each diffuse background
component; however, we do not constrain the normalization of the diffuse templates to follow
the GALPROP-predicted spectral shapes when fitting.
Our choice of methodology does entail some caveats. As previously mentioned, the
pi0+bremsstrahlung and IC diffuse backgrounds are not fixed to the broadband spectral
shapes predicted by GALPROP for each of the models. Therefore, the best-fit spectrum for
either of these diffuse components may be unphysical in the sense that it does not necessarily
correspond to the GALPROP parameters that produce the spatial profile it is associated
with. In principle, fitting the background in independent energy bins allows more freedom
for the diffuse backgrounds to absorb the GCE component. However, we find that for ex-
treme background model parameters—such as in model E, where the low diffusion coefficient
leads to a large modification in the IC component—the modeled background is a poor fit to
the actual gamma-ray diffuse background, which causes the fitting procedure to lower the
normalization of the background model in favor of increasing the normalization of the GCE
or other extended templates (see Sec. 3.1). We also note that this analysis does not include
a template for the large scale feature Loop I in the northern galactic sky. If this omission
affected the derived GCE spectrum in the inner galaxy, we would expect to observe lower
intensity in the best-fit GCE spectrum in our northern ROIs relative to the south; however,
we show in Fig. 7 that this is not the case.
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3 Results
In Sec. 3.1 we describe the systematic variations in the best-fit GCE spectra associated with
the diffuse background model components, and in particular, the GALPROP-generated IC
templates. Sec. 3.2 compares and contrasts the best-fit GCE spectra in the galactic center
and combined inner galaxy regions. In Sec. 3.3 we discuss how the choice of GALPROP
background model affects the best-fit NFW slope and the GCE residual radial profile. Finally,
we examine the spatial uniformity of the GCE across the separate ROIs in Sec. 3.4.
3.1 Systematics associated with background model components
Fig. 2 shows the spectra of the NFW template and diffuse background model components
for the three different GALPROP model backgrounds. GCE spectra are shown for the cases
where the excess was fit using an NFW template with slope γ = 1.1, which was found to be
the favored value of γ in all but one of the fits (see Sec. 3.3). From the upper row of Fig. 2 we
see that when the spectral shapes of the isotropic and IC diffuse backgrounds are not fixed
(but are instead allowed to vary in normalization in independently-fit energy bins), these
components are severely under-fit in the galactic center ROI. This indicates that the generic
diffuse background models calculated by the GALPROP code are not able to adequately
model the spatial distribution of diffuse emission in the innermost ∼kpc of the galaxy.
The default spatial distributions for cosmic-ray injection used to model the IC emission
in GALPROP are peaked between r∼ 2− 5 kpc (depending on the model used). As pointed
out by Refs. [28, 43, 52], insertion of a strong source of cosmic rays at the galactic center affects
the diffuse background modeling and could thus also affect the derived characteristics of the
gamma-ray excess. Using a specialized, local model for the IC emission close to the galactic
center, the Fermi collaboration [14] finds that this component is strongly enhanced relative
to previous diffuse background models; this suggests that the spatial models of cosmic-ray
lepton injection in GALPROP are deficient within the innermost kpc and do not produce an
accurate representation of the IC emission there.
The dropout of the diffuse galactic center IC background below 10 GeV raises the
concern that the under-modeling of this component might be causing photons from this source
to be falsely attributed to the GCE, and that a significant portion—if not all—of the GCE
in the galactic center is simply misattributed IC background emission. To test whether this
is the case here, we combine the IC and pi0+bremsstrahlung template into a single template
which matches the GALPROP prediction for each component. We then repeat the bin-
by-bin template fitting in the galactic center ROI using this single IC+pi0+bremsstrahlung
diffuse template. The results of these fits are shown in Fig. 3. By constraining the IC
background component to be fixed to its predicted intensity relative to the bright, more easily-
fit pi0+bremsstrahulung component, we are able to recover a physically realistic spectrum for
the IC background in the galactic center.
We see in Fig.3 that fitting with a combined IC+pi0+bremsstrahlung diffuse template
causes the GCE spectrum to change at most by a factor of two downwards compared to the
case where the IC template normalization was allowed to vary freely. We therefore caution
that there may be some degeneracy between the GCE and GALPROP IC components, de-
pending on the chosen background model. The comparison of the GCE spectrum with and
without the IC+pi0+bremsstrahlung templates tied is also shown in Fig. 3, where the dashed
magenta line is the NFW annihilation template spectrum from Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Spectra for the GCE and spatially extended background model components in the galactic
center (top row) and combined inner galaxy ROIs (bottom row). Fits were performed with the
GALPROP IC and pi0+bremsstrahlung templates free to vary independently of each other in each
energy bin. Red F symbols denote the best fitting background model in the respective regions.
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Figure 3. Same as the top row of Fig. 2, but with the fits performed with the IC and
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as predicted by GALPROP. The dashed magenta line plots the GCE spectrum from Fig. 2 (where
the IC and pi0+bremsstrahlung were fit separately) for comparison. Note that the dashed comparison
NFW annihilation spectrum is indeed plotted in the model F panel but is difficult to see because of
its close overlap with the solid magenta NFW spectrum (where the diffuse templates are fixed relative
to each other).
In our inner galaxy fits, we find that the GCE spectrum has a more pronounced bump
as well as a slightly higher peak normalization at ∼2 GeV in fits where the model E diffuse
background was used. In the bottom row of Fig. 2 we see that this bump feature in the GCE
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spectra is accompanied by a corresponding dip in the IC diffuse background at the same
energies (relative to the best-fit IC spectrum in the other model backgrounds). This suggests
that the GALPROP-generated spatial templates for the IC diffuse background at energies
.2–3 GeV are a very poor description of the true IC emission in the inner galaxy—so much
so that the likelihood fitting procedure finds that a large fraction of the GALPROP-predicted
IC emission is better fit by the NFW template than the model E IC template.
3.2 The GCE spectrum in the galactic center versus the inner galaxy
Fig. 4 shows the GCE spectrum in the galactic center versus the combined inner galaxy
ROIs for all combinations of background diffuse models and NFW templates. We highlight
the panels in Fig. 4 which correspond to the highest likelihood background model and NFW
template combinations as recorded in Tab. 3 for the galactic center (gray) and inner galaxy
(light orange). The flux in each region is scaled by the J-factor of the entire NFW template
divided by the J-factor of the plotted ROI. Thus, all subplots show the expected flux for the
entire GCE template (35◦×35◦), which allows for easier comparison between different regions:
if both the galactic center and inner galaxy are consistent with a single NFW-like source, then
their data points should have the same normalization in Fig. 4. With this scaling applied,
it is apparent that for the best-fitting GALPROP backgrounds and NFW profile slopes, the
peak intensity of the observed GCE spectrum in the galactic center and inner galaxy regions
is consistent with originating from a single NFW source.
It is also evident from Fig. 4 that the shape of the GCE spectrum in both the galactic
center and inner galaxy ROIs is remains consistent throughout the various combinations
of GALPROP backgrounds and NFW profiles used in this analysis. The spectrum in the
galactic center agrees with the results of previous studies confined to the innermost few
degrees of the Milky Way [6, 9, 10], where the GCE had a steep cutoff before ∼10–20 GeV.
In contrast to our galactic center results, the GCE in the inner galaxy does not exhibit any
spectral cutoff and still shows significant flux at energies &10 GeV. This high-energy tail, as
referenced in Sec. 1, is also robust to model variations and is present in all combinations of
diffuse backgrounds and NFW templates tested here. We further discuss the significance of
this finding in Sec. 4.1.
3.3 The GCE spatial profile and radial distribution
Tab. 3 gives the change in NFW test statistic value (TS=−2∆lnL) for each combination of
GALPROP diffuse model and NFW template slope. The differences in the TS values are
given relative to the model with the highest TS value for the NFW template. In the galactic
center ROI, we find that the data is best fit with GALPROP diffuse background A and NFW
template slope γ=1.1. However, if using the typical cut of TS>25 to determine significance,
γ=1.1 is not significantly favored over γ=1.2 in the galactic center. Within the inner galaxy,
the highest GCE TS values correspond to fits using GALPROP model F. The NFW template
in the inner galaxy favors shallower profiles with γ ≤0.9 when fitting with the model F diffuse
background. However, we find that γ=1.1 is the best fit NFW template in the inner galaxy
when using the less-favored background models A and E. We thus conclude that the slope of
the NFW density profile is poorly constrained in the inner galaxy, and variations in diffuse
background modeling can have large effects on the best-fit NFW profile slope in that region.
In Fig. 5 we plot the change in TS value as a function of NFW slope γ for each GAL-
PROP diffuse model fit in the inner galaxy. The total −∆TS is broken down into its contri-
butions from energy bins below 1.9 GeV, 1.9–10 GeV, and above 10 GeV. For inner galaxy
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Figure 4. Best-fit GCE spectra in the galactic center (black squares) and inner galaxy (orange
triangles) regions, shown for varied GALPROP diffuse models (rows) and NFW density profile slopes γ
(columns). The spectrum of the GCE in the inner galaxy is shown for the sum of all inner galaxy ROIs.
Normalizations are scaled to show the expected flux for the entire GCE template (35◦×
35◦), such that the normalization for the two ROIs will match if they are consistent with originating
from a single NFW-distributed source. Also shown are the exponential cutoff parameterized fits (gray
dashed line) to the galactic center spectrum. The panel with the light gray (orange) background
denotes the NFW slope and diffuse background combination with the highest likelihood fit for the
galactic center (inner galaxy) ROI as recorded in Tab. 3.
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fits using GALPROP diffuse model F, we see that the preference for shallow profile slopes is
most strongly driven by the low energy end of the GCE spectrum below 2 GeV.
Our weak constraint on the NFW profile slope γ in the inner galaxy is seemingly in
contrast with the findings of previous works which strongly favor spatial profiles for the GCE
with γ ∼1.1–1.3 in the inner galaxy, with little to no dependence on background modeling
[12, 13]. We attribute this discrepancy to differences in the minimum galactocentric distance
used by various authors to define their region of interest. Ref. [13] derive their constraints on
γ by analyzing the region defined by 2◦ ≤ b ≤ 20◦ and l ≤ 20◦, while Ref. [12] use 1◦ ≤ b ≤ 20◦
and l ≤ 20◦. Our ‘galactic center’ ROI—within which we find that γ is consistently 1.1–1.2
Galactic center Inner galaxy
model A model E model F model A model E model F
γNFW
0.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0
0.9 -44.0 -81.1 -112.4 -349.6 -976.1 -21.2
1.0 -14.1 -49.4 -105.2 -342.1 -952.7 -32.6
1.1 0.0 -33.6 -101.7 -314.9 -932.1 -31.0
1.2 -4.5 -36.2 -103.1 -353.6 -946.8 -50.9
1.3 -34.2 -63.5 -119.7 -356.7 -942.6 -81.8
Table 3. Relative differences in the test statistic (TS) value of the NFW template, given for all
combinations of NFW template/diffuse background in both the galactic center and combined inner
galaxy ROIs. The differences in test statistic values are given relative to the combination of NFW
density slope and diffuse background with the highest TS values: γ=1.1/model A in the galactic
center ROI and γ=0.8/model F in the inner galaxy ROIs.
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for all GALPROP diffuse models—overlaps with the regions in these works between latitudes
of 1◦ − 2◦ ≤ b ≤ 3.5◦. As we show in the top row of Fig. 6, the radial profile of the excess
below 10 GeV is largely insensitive to changes in the GALPROP background model out to
r ∼ 5− 6◦.
Fig. 6 shows the radial distribution of flux in the GCE-associated residual for energies
below 1.9 GeV, 1.9–10.0 GeV, and above 10 GeV. The top row of Fig. 6 plots this quantity
for all three GALPROP backgrounds with the best-fit NFW profile residuals in the galactic
center and inner galaxy. Below 10 GeV, the radial profile of the GCE within a 6◦ radius shows
little variation with changes in background modeling. The systematic effects associated with
the diffuse modeling become more apparent outside of this radius, especially below 1.9 GeV,
where the differences between the radial profiles for fits with backgrounds A/E/F are larger
than the error bars of each radial bin.
In the bottom row of Fig. 6 we plot the expected radial profiles for NFW haloes with
density slopes of γ = 0.8 − 1.3 along with the observed radial profile of the best-fit GCE
residuals for GALPROP model F. The normalizations of the NFW profiles are adjusted to
best fit the entire radial range of GCE residual data points for energy bins below 1.9 GeV and
from 1.9–10.0 GeV. For the energy bin above 10.0 GeV, the curves for varying NFW profiles
are fit to the inner galaxy data points (r ≥ 5◦). No single NFW template is able to fit all
the radial bins; for example, between 1.9–10 GeV, all the NFW profiles tend to over-predict
flux between 4◦ − 5◦, with shallower (steeper) profiles under(over)-predicting flux at lower
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Figure 6. Radial distribution of the GCE residual flux in energy bins 0.7–1.9 GeV, 1.9–10.0 GeV, and
10.0 GeV–200 GeV. The top row plots the GCE residuals for the best fitting profile slopes obtained
when fitting with diffuse model backgrounds A/E/F. For all models and ROIs this corresponds to
γ = 1.1, with the exception of the inner galaxy model F fit which is plotted for γ = 0.9. The bottom
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model F diffuse background (solid black steps) against the expected radial distribution of emission
from NFW-like sources of varying profile slopes (colored lines) comparison.
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radii and over(under)-predicting flux at higher radii. At energies above 10 GeV, the radial
profile of the GCE residual is decidedly non-NFW-like due to a drop in flux within 4◦. This
is consistent with our earlier observation that the GCE spectrum in the galactic center drops
off steeply around 10 GeV, while its spectrum has a high-energy tail in the inner galaxy
ROIs.
3.4 Spatial uniformity of the galactic center excess spectrum
In Fig. 4 we identify a high-energy tail in the GCE spectrum which is present in combined
inner galaxy ROIs (as seen in Refs. [13, 14]), but not in the galactic center ROI. Here, we
compare the spectra between individual inner galaxy ROIs (as defined in Tab. 2) to explore
the spatial uniformity of the GCE spectrum and its high-energy tail.
Fig. 7 shows the spectrum of the GCE-associated residual (observed counts− full model
+ best fit GCE model) for the subregions defined in Fig. 1. Also included are two additional
ROIs N2 and S2 (defined in Tab. 2) which lie at farther latitudes (11◦ < |b| < 19◦) than the
N/S ROIs used in the inner galaxy analysis. We plot these additional ROIs in Fig. 7 to check
(1) the approximate spatial extent of the GCE and (2) whether the GCE spectrum in the
farther-latitude regions, if detected, is consistent with the spectrum at closer galactocentric
radii. Note that the N2 and S2 regions are not included in the analysis of the GCE in the
inner galaxy. The error bars are shown for the statistical uncertainties in the binned fluxes,
while the systematic uncertainties associated with the background modeling may be roughly
estimated by the spread in the GCE spectrum fit with the different background models.
The spectrum in each ROI subplot is normalized in the same way as in Fig. 4, where
the GCE flux is scaled by the J-factor of the entire NFW template divided by the J-factor of
the smaller ROI. The average normalizations between ∼1–5 GeV in the GC and the separate
inner galaxy ROIs (with the exception of the SW ROI) are in agreement within a factor
of two. If taken at face value, this difference in GCE normalizations across the separate
ROIs may be interpreted as a rough estimate of the uncertainty in the axis ratio of the
GCE’s projected spatial distribution. Interestingly, the normalizations in the NW/NE/SE
ROIs are higher on average than those in the N/S ROIs (although still overlapping within
statistical and systematic uncertainties), which may hint at some degree of compression along
the longitudinal axis in the GCE spatial profile.
We are unable to identify any specific source or extended feature in the SW ROI as
the cause of this discrepancy. It is a strong possibility that the differences in the SW GCE
spectrum are due to mismodeling of the diffuse background in that region, as the IC templates
calculated by GALPROP are symmetric in l and b and are thus unable to capture the non-
axisymmetric variations in the true background diffuse emission.
At farther distances from the galactic center, the GCE spectrum in the S2 ROI appears
roughly similar in shape to the GCE spectrum in the inner galaxy, but has a slightly lower
overall normalization. The GCE spectrum in the N2 ROI is consistent with zero flux for
two out of the three diffuse backgrounds tested. These results may indicate that the GCE’s
intensity profile is well-described by an NFW profile out to angular distances of ∼ 10− 12◦,
outside of which it falls off more steeply. However, the expected flux from an NFW profile
at radii > 10◦ is quite low and thus any determination of the GCE spectrum at these larger
radii is subject to great uncertainty.
Within the framework of this analysis, we find that the high-energy tail of the GCE is a
large-scale spatial feature that is present in all of the inner galaxy ROIs, with the exception
of the SW ROI. We previously noted that the high-energy spectrum in the inner galaxy is in
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Figure 7. Best-fit GCE spectra in the galactic center ROI and the 6 inner galaxy ROIs, shown for
fits with diffuse backgrounds model A (dark blue), E (purple), and F (light blue). Additional regions
N2/S2 are also plotted. Panels are arranged to reflect location on the sky. We show our results for the
case of a GCE template with profile slope γ = 1.1, though our findings our consistent for all template
slopes. Normalizations are scaled such that each subplot shows the expected flux for the entire GCE
template (35◦ × 35◦). Energy coordinates of the data points are slightly offset for visibility purposes.
sharp contrast to the galactic center, where no GCE emission is observed at energies &10–20
GeV. In Fig. 7 we show that (with the exception of the SW ROI) the GCE spectrum in
all inner galaxy ROIs falls by a factor of roughly 2–3 between its peak at ∼ 2 GeV and the
highest energy bin (44.7–200.0 GeV). The high-energy GCE emission is prevalent throughout
the inner galaxy, and is not a result of one region heavily biasing the combined inner galaxy
spectrum.
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It is possible that the high-energy tail of the GCE spectrum is simply misattributed
flux from the Fermi bubbles. This hypothesis is supported by the absence of the tail in
the low-latitude galactic center ROI and the similarity of the hard bubble spectrum to the
GCE spectrum above 10 GeV (both are roughly ∼E−2). The bubble morphology becomes
uncertain at low latitudes, and may perhaps cover a larger fraction of the inner galaxy ROIs
than assumed in our template [46, 53]. We consider it unlikely that the Fermi bubbles are
responsible for the majority of the high-energy GCE flux if we assume that the rough bubble
template used in this analysis is a reasonable approximation for the extent of the bubbles
in the inner galaxy ROIs. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the fraction of each individual ROI in
the inner galaxy covered by the bubble template ranges from ∼0.1 (SE) up to 1.0 (N). Even
if the bubble template used was not fully accurate in tracing the bounds of the bubbles, we
would still expect to observe varying normalizations in the high-energy tail between different
ROIs if these photons were in fact originating from the Fermi bubbles (i.e. the spectrum
above 10 GeV would have the highest intensity in the N ROI and the lowest in the SE ROI).
We do not observe any correlation between the intensity of the spectrum above 10 GeV in
Fig. 7 and the fraction of each ROI overlapping with the bubble template.
4 Discussion
4.1 The GCE high-energy spectrum above 10 GeV
In Figs. 4 and 7 we explore the spatial dependence of the GCE spectrum and confirm previous
findings by Refs. [13, 14] of GCE-associated emission upwards of ∼ 20 GeV in the inner galaxy
region. We find that this high-energy tail is not present in the GCE spectrum within the
galactic center ROI; within approximately 5◦ it has a spectral cutoff between ∼5–10 GeV,
while outside of this region the high-energy tail becomes a prominent feature for r & 7◦− 8◦.
This spectral feature (or lack thereof) is robust to variations in the density profile of the
NFW template and persists through variations in the diffuse pi0 decay + bremsstrahlung and
IC background templates.
This difference between the high-energy GCE spectra in the galactic center versus the
inner galaxy may be construed as either (1) a systematic effect associated with uncertainties
in the background modeling, (2) an intrinsic spatial variation in the source contributing to
the GCE spectrum, or (3) the signature of multiple sources with different spatial profiles.
We do not find evidence of the former in this work, as the high-energy inner galaxy GCE
spectrum above 10 GeV is recovered in all the GALPROP models and GCE spatial templates
we used (Fig. 4). Ref. [14] do find that the GCE spectrum in the innermost 15◦ × 15◦ shows
a dependence on background modeling: their ‘index-scaled’ diffuse emission models result in
a softer GCE spectrum above 10 GeV than their ‘intensity-scaled’ models. When fit to an
exponential cut-off functional form, the GCE spectrum cuts off before 10 GeV in the index-
scaled background fits; however, when the GCE spectrum is fit as a power law in individual
energy bins, the power law-like high-energy tail is present for all background models (albeit
with a softer index in for the index-scaled cases).
Here we will assume that (1) is not the case and discuss what implications might fol-
low for interpretations of the galactic center excess as either dark matter annihilation or an
astrophysical source. Under this assumption, the & 20 GeV emission implies that a MSP
population or dark matter source would need to produce both a prompt gamma-ray compo-
nent (peaking in the ∼GeV range) as well as a hard leptonic component (which produces the
high-energy tail above 10 GeV through IC scattering).
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4.1.1 Dark matter annihilation and the GCE spectrum
We will first consider the case of dark matter annihilation producing the GCE. The simplest
dark matter annihilation models fit the excess with prompt gamma-ray emission4, without
the need for the primary annihilation products to produce secondary gamma-ray emission
through the environment-dependent processes of IC or bremsstrahlung scattering. Prior to
claims of the excess emission extending beyond ∼10 GeV in energy, the GCE spectrum
was most commonly fit with WIMPs annihilating into ∼10 GeV τ leptons or ∼40 GeV b
quarks [1, 3–7, 9, 13]. However, the gamma-ray spectra of these oft-mentioned τ+τ− and
bb annihilation modes cut off sharply by about 10–20 GeV, which is difficult to reconcile
with the inner galaxy GCE spectrum we observe beyond those energies (although consistent
with the GCE in the galactic center). Producing a high-energy tail through prompt dark
matter annihilation alone is still possible, but requires models such as prompt annihilation
of WIMPs into nonrelativistic Higgs (mχ ' 126 GeV) [31, 54].
The prompt gamma-ray spectrum is only dependent on the particle physics involved
in the dark matter annihilations and subsequent Standard Model hadronizations and/or
decays. Assuming these processes are independent of environment, we would expect the
GCE spectrum to be spatially uniform if it was due to prompt dark matter annihilation. In
contrast, we observe that the GCE spectrum has a power law-like tail at high-energies in the
inner galaxy but not the galactic center. If this discrepancy is a true feature of the GCE and
not a systematic error, it disfavors the interpretation of the GCE as emission from prompt
dark matter annihilation.
Alternatively, the GCE could be produced through secondary emission from Stan-
dard Model annhilation products, as discussed in Sec. 1. Secondary emission from IC or
bremsstrahlung processes is dependent on the environment and may result in a spatially
varying GCE spectrum. Previous authors have fit the GCE spectrum with IC scattering off
of dark matter annihilation products [31, 32]. However, neither of these proposed IC scenarios
are capable of producing a high-energy tail at larger galactocentric radii while suppressing it
at lower radii because the IC target density decreases with distance from the galactic center.
In order for dark matter annihilations to reproduce the spatial variation we observe
in the high-energy GCE spectrum, the spectrum of the secondary e+e−’s would need to
have a cutoff energy higher than that of the primary annihilation products producing the
prompt emission. The simplest dark matter annihilation models that fit the GCE with a
combination of prompt and IC emission from a single annihilation channel (e.g. prompt
annihilation into muons accompanied by IC scattering of the secondary e+e− for mχ ' 60–70
GeV [31]) have secondary e+e− spectra with cutoff energies below that of the primaries. Dark
matter annihilation through multiple channels including direct annihilation into electrons
may produce a harder electron spectrum, but the branching ratios and cross sections for that
channel are tightly constrained by AMS-02 limits on electron-positron spectral lines features
[55, 56].
Our arguments outlined above consider only single-component dark matter models. It
may be possible to explain both the excess and its spatial variation through a model with two
dark matter particles, with the higher-mass particle annihilating preferentially into leptons.
We also note another possibility that the high-energy tail arises from an astrophysical source
while the bulk of the excess below 10 GeV is due to dark matter annihilation. In this case the
4Here, ‘prompt’ emission refers to the gamma rays produced through the hadronization and/or decays of
the primary annihilation products as well as higher order corrections to the dark matter annihilation diagrams.
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dark matter interpretation is not expected to be significantly different from that considered
in the early papers [1, 3–7, 9] and so we do not discuss it further here.
4.1.2 Leptonic cosmic-ray outbursts and the GCE spectrum
Given that the Fermi bubbles are evidence of an extremely energetic outburst in the Milky
Way’s past, it is possible that the GCE may originate from one or more cosmic-ray outbursts
[26–29]. Interpretations of the GCE as the product of burst events tend to focus on models
dominated by leptonic, rather than hadronic, cosmic rays, as gamma-ray emission following
a hadronic outburst would be strongly correlated with the gas distribution in the plane of
the disk and thus would not be consistent with the approximately spherical morphology of
the GCE [26].
The cosmic-ray electron spectrum changes with distance from the galactic center due
to diffusion and energy losses. The combination of a spatially varying electron spectrum and
interstellar radiation field should lead to a similarly non-uniform GCE spectrum. In this
regard, our finding of a radially varying GCE spectrum would seem to support the leptonic
outburst scenario. However, it is still difficult to explain why the GCE high-energy tail
would be present in the inner galaxy but not the galactic center, as cosmic-ray propagation
outwards from a central source would result in the opposite effect. If the GCE is due to
multiple outbursts, the harder spectrum at farther radii might be produced through a burst
with a considerably harder injection spectrum than the more recent bursts which contribute
to the excess at lower radii.
An additional complication in modeling the GCE with cosmic-ray outbursts is repli-
cating the steeply rising GCE spatial profiles within small radii. The angular profiles of
cosmic-ray GCE models are flat at low radii, and multiple recent fine-tuned bursts (within
a few hundreds of years) are needed to produce a GCE profile that continues to rise at low
radii [29].
4.1.3 Millisecond pulsars and the GCE spectrum
The similarity of the ∼2 GeV bump in the GCE spectra reported in Refs. [4–7, 9, 10, 12]
to Fermi observations of resolved MSPs and globular clusters (which host populations of
millisecond pulsars) motivates the interpretation of the signal as emission from an unresolved
population of MSPs concentrated at the galactic center [5, 16–19, 22, 23, 33]. Ref. [22] also
discuss the possible contribution to the GCE from young pulsars. We will focus this discussion
on MSPs as the potential unresolved young pulsar population is concentrated in the plane of
the disk and thus would not produce the roughly spherical profile of the GCE.
In the left panel of Fig. 8 we compare the GCE spectrum in both the galactic center and
inner galaxy ROIs to the prompt spectra of MSPs as measured in Ref. [57]. Although the
spectral shape of the excess in the galactic center is consistent with the spectra of the stacked
globular clusters and stacked individual MSPs, the high-energy tail of the GCE spectrum in
the inner galaxy is a distinct departure from the sharp cutoffs at .10 GeV in the stacked
spectra. The inner galaxy GCE spectrum is barely consistent with prompt MSP emission—
while the typical globular cluster or MSP spectrum cuts off before 10 GeV, there are a handful
of globular clusters (M5, M62, NGC 6624, NGC 6752) whose parameterized spectra predict
gamma-ray emission at energies above 15 GeV. Thus, one could claim that the high-energy
tail of the GCE in the inner galaxy is not entirely inconsistent with prompt MSP emission,
if using the outliers in the globular cluster sample as a comparison. However, these clusters
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Figure 8. Left: Comparison of the GCE spectrum in the galactic center (black circles) and inner
galaxy (orange squares) to the spread of globular cluster MSP spectra (dashed gray lines) from Ref.
[57]. Also shown are the inferred MSP spectra from Ref. [57] derived from stacked observations of
globular clusters (solid green line) and individual MSPs (dashed red line). The spectra are normalized
to match each other at 2 GeV for ease of comparison. Right: Comparison of the inner galaxy
GCE spectrum (orange squares) to our estimations of the prompt (dotted line) and IC (dashed line)
components of the potential unresolved MSP population.
also have very large uncertainties in their fitted spectra: the 68% lower confidence interval
on the spectral cutoff energy lies below 15 GeV for all of the aforementioned outliers.
Furthermore, it may be possible for a MSP population to produce the variation in the
high-energy tail through a combination of prompt emission from the MSPs themselves as well
as secondary IC emission from the e+e− injected by the MSPs into the interstellar medium.
Ref. [17] point out that for certain cosmic-ray propagation parameters in their models,
the secondary IC emission from MSPs is subdominant to the prompt signal within ∼ 2◦ in
latitude but becomes comparable to—or even greater than—the prompt emission at latitudes
outside this range. If the electron injection spectrum has a high cutoff energy above ∼ 100
GeV, the secondary IC emission would extend beyond 10 GeV and could give rise to the
prominent high-energy feature in the inner galaxy. A comparison of the GCE spectra in the
galactic center and inner galaxy ROIs may in fact be suggestive of this: the inner galaxy
GCE spectrum resembles a composite of the galactic center spectrum with a harder IC ∼ E−2
power law spectrum extending past 100 GeV.
We explore this possibility in the right panel of Fig. 8 by plotting the inner galaxy
GCE spectrum against the combined prompt and IC components that might arise from an
unresolved MSP population. The ‘prompt’ component of this model is taken to be the best-
fit exponential cutoff parameterization of the GCE in the galactic center (for GALPROP
model A and γ = 1.1) with a freely floating normalization. The ‘IC’ component is fit as an
exponential cutoff spectrum with the normalization, index, and cutoff energy free to vary.
The combination of the best-fit ‘prompt+IC’ spectrum is shown as the heavy solid line in
the right-hand side of Fig. 8.
The best-fit IC parameterization has a power-law index Γ = 1.55 and a cutoff energy
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of 68 GeV, indicating that a MSP origin would require a very hard spectrum spectrum of
outgoing electrons with energies up to O(10) times greater than the maximum energy of the
prompt gamma-ray emission. Such an injection spectrum may be achievable through one of
several mechanisms proposed to accelerate MSP electrons to energies >100 GeV. Ref. [58]
find that offsets between the polar cap and magnetic dipole axis in MSPs can produce e+e−
cascade pairs with energies up to O(100) times greater than in young pulsars; however, the
outgoing pair spectra in these models have softer power-law indices than the gamma-ray IC
fit in Fig. 8 might require. A harder ∼TeV electron spectrum may be produced through
reacceleration of e+e− at intrabinary shock fronts within MSP systems [59] or in pulsar wind
shocks [19, 60, 61].
The large uncertainties in MSP electron injection spectra leave room for a hard e+e−
population to produce both the GCE spectrum above 10 GeV and its spatial variation. An
unresolved population of MSPs is therefore a compelling explanation for the GCE with (1)
the prompt gamma-ray emission dominating the spectrum between ∼ 1− 5 GeV, accounting
for the similarity between the galactic center and inner galaxy GCE spectra in this energy
range and (2) the spatially dependent IC emission dominating the inner galaxy spectrum
above ∼ 20 GeV. Future work (in progress) will model the combined prompt+IC spectrum
from a ∼ r−(1.6−2.2) MSP distribution as a function of galactocentric distance and investigate
how this population contributes to the WMAP haze.5
Radio and microwave observations provide some constraints on leptonic emission from
MSPs, but are highly dependent upon the parameters assumed for the cosmic-ray injection
and propagation [56, 63, 64]. Radio observations utilizing the upcoming Square Kilometer
Array (SKA) will provide greater power to detect more MSPs in addition to any synchotron
emission associated with their secondary IC emission [65, 66]. If the GCE high-energy tail is
indeed IC radiation from an electron population with &TeV energies, the possible extension of
this component into photon energies above the Fermi-LAT sensitivity range may be detectable
by next-generation of TeV-scale gamma-ray observatories such as the Cherenkov Telescope
Array (CTA) [19].
Of course, the GCE might originate from a combination of multiple astrophysical
sources. The inner . 5◦ of the GCE may be due to prompt emission from an unresolved
population of MSPs (which produce the spectrum with a ∼ 10 GeV cutoff that we observe in
the galactic center) while the dominant contribution to the harder gamma-ray GCE spectrum
at larger radii comes from one or more leptonic cosmic-ray bursts. In this combined scenario,
the GCE spatial profile in the galactic center arises because of the ∼ r−2.2 distribution of
the putative MSP population, and there is no need to invoke a series of recent outbursts to
explain the steep rise in the centralmost regions.
4.2 Is a point source population favored over a smooth annihilation profile as
the origin of the GCE?
Recent works have attempted to determine whether the GCE originates from a smoothly
distributed NFW annihilation source or a population of O(1000) faint point sources with
fluxes below the Fermi-LAT detection sensitivity. Ref. [34] employ a wavelet decomposition
analysis of Fermi-LAT data and find that the photon clustering structure is compatible with
the estimated radial distribution and spectrum of a faint MSP population. Ref. [35] use non-
Poissonian photon-count statistics to differentiate between the signal produced by a smooth
5Ref. [62] study young pulsars as a possible source for the WMAP haze; however, it is hard to reproduce
the latitudinal extent of the haze with the disk-like young pulsar distribution.
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NFW source versus a unresolved point source distribution. Their analysis favors a point
source origin for the GCE, where all of the excess might be explained by a source-count
distribution with a sharp decline just below the Fermi detector sensitivity (∼ 1− 2× 10−10
ph cm−2 s−1).
Here, we explore whether the photon-count distribution of the inner galaxy GCE residual
allows us to distinguish between the unresolved point sources and dark matter annihilation
scenario for the GCE source. We simulate a population of unresolved point sources in our
inner galaxy ROIs with a radial distribution ∼ r−2.2. Point source fluxes are drawn from
a source-count function dN/dΦ [sources/(ph cm−2 s−1)] modeled by a broken power law of
the form Φ−α1(α2) below (above) the break flux Φb, where Φ is the flux [ph cm−2s−1] per
point source between 1.9–11.9 GeV. We use the parameters {Φb = 2.16 × 10−10 ph cm−2
s−1, α1 = −0.57, α2 = 29.5} from the source-count function found by Ref. [35] to be the
best fit point source population. The spectrum and total flux of the simulated point source
distribution is chosen to match the inner galaxy GCE spectrum for γ = 1.1 and the model F
diffuse background. We find that ∼1900 point sources are required within an 18◦ radius to
match our inner galaxy GCE spectrum and flux using this source-count function. About 300
of these sources lie within a 10◦ radius with |b| > 2◦, which corresponds to the region within
which Ref. [35] require 203+109−68 point sources to explain the excess.
We use the gtobssim tool [51] to simulate photon events originating from (1) the point
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Figure 9. Simulated photon-count distribution in the combined inner galaxy ROIs between 1.9–10.0
GeV of an NFW source with γ = 1.1 (dashed blue line) vs. a population of unresolved point sources
(solid pink line) with the best-fit source count function from Ref. [35]. Pixel size is 0.2◦ per pixel.
The spectrum and total flux of each simulated source is chosen to match our total observed flux in
this energy range. For comparison, we also show the photon-count distribution of the full residual
(solid gray line) for the case of GALPROP model F and γ = 1.1. Note that the zero-count bin is not
shown.
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source population described above and (2) annihilation signal from an NFW source with
γ = 1.1 and the same spectrum as the point sources. The observations are simulated using
the same timeframe and cuts as described in Sec. 2 and include the effect of the instrument’s
energy-dependent PSF. In Fig. 9 we plot the distribution of photon-counts per pixel for pixels
with non-zero counts. We show both of the simulated observations, as well as the photon-
counts per pixel for the full residuals of the fit using γ = 1.1 and the model F background.
As expected, the simulated observations (solid lines) in Fig. 9 show that the smooth
annihilation source has more pixels with low photon-counts (1 ph/pixel) while the point
source distribution has more pixels with higher photon-counts (≥2 ph/pixel). The statistical
method described in Ref. [67] takes advantage of this difference to determine whether a point
source population or smooth NFW halo is the true source of the GCE.
By comparison, we find that the amplitudes of the positive and negative pixel-count
distributions for the full residuals (gray lines) are an order of magnitude larger than the
differences between the point source population and NFW halo annihilation. Over- and
under-subtractions in the gamma-ray residuals may be due to multiple issues in the model-
ing, and are not necessarily due to real gamma-ray emitting features. We do not presume to
understand the underlying causes of the large positive and negative fluctuations in our resid-
uals.6 Lacking an understanding of the effects that give rise to the photon-count distribution
of the residuals, it is possible that small-scale spatial structure in the mismodeling may be
erroneously interpreted as sub-threshold point sources. Our analysis of the photon-count
distribution is not sufficiently sophisticated to estimate the extent to which this mismodeling
may affect current sub-threshold point source analyses, but it provides a visual demonstration
of this systematic uncertainty.
5 Conclusions
We find that the inclusion of an extended, spherically symmetric gamma-ray source with an
NFW-like radial profile of ∼ r−(1.6−2.2) strongly increases the fit likelihood obtained through
the template fitting procedure within ∼ 10◦ − 15◦ of the galactic center. The galactic center
excess spectrum obtained through the likelihood template fitting procedure is reasonably
robust to variations in the NFW and background diffuse model templates used in this work,
even in extreme cases where the background modeling is likely an unphysical description of
the true extended gamma-ray sources. These findings are in agreement with many previous
studies of the excess [1–15]. If we compare the galactic center and inner galaxy spectra for
γ = 1.1, the peak normalizations are consistent in both ROIs.
When varying the GALPROP-generated IC and pi0+bremsstrahlung background mod-
els, we find that the galactic center ROI within . 4◦−5◦ is consistently best fit with an NFW
profile slope around γ = 1.1. Outside of this radius, however, the best fit NFW profile in the
inner galaxy is poorly constrained (γ . 0.8− 1.1), with a heavy dependence on the choice of
diffuse background model (Tab. 3). Our results suggest that previous works [12, 13], in which
the profile slope was found to be well-constrained to γ ∼ 1.1− 1.2 when using a ∼ 20◦ ROI
about the galactic center, may have been driven strongly by the inclusion of the innermost
few degrees of the excess during the template fitting procedure.
6For a thorough description of the intricacies of modeling the diffuse emission towards the galactic center,
see Ref. [14]. We note that the residual counts per pixel area shown in Ref. [14] are of similar order to this
work, despite their use of specialized background modeling tuned to flatten the residuals.
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The most noticeable difference between the GCE in the galactic center versus the inner
galaxy regions is the hardening of its spectrum at galactocentric radii above ∼ 5◦ − 6◦
(Figs. 4, 6). In the inner galaxy, we observe a power law-like tail in the GCE spectrum
extending upwards of 100 GeV, while the spectrum in the galactic center has a steep falloff
at ∼10 GeV.
The inner galaxy high-energy tail above 10 GeV is found in all but one of the inner
galaxy ROIs and is robust to variations in the diffuse background models and the GCE spatial
templates used in this work. This presence and intensity of this high-energy component is
roughly consistent across most of the inner galaxy ROI and shows no obvious azimuthal
asymmetry (Fig. 7). Upon examination of the radial distribution of GCE photons above
∼10 GeV, we see that this high-energy spectral feature is roughly consistent with an NFW
annihilation profile outside of a ∼ 5◦ − 6◦ radius, but does not exhibit the steep rise in
brightness towards lower radii that we observe for the GCE photons below 10 GeV.
If the full energy range of the GCE emission in the centralmost few degrees as well as
the outlying regions is assumed to arise from a single source, then a single component dark
matter annihilation model cannot account for the spatial variation of the high-energy GCE
emission above 10 GeV. Of course, it is possible that the high-energy tail and bulk of the
excess below 10 GeV are due to two different sources, in which case there is no difficulty in
explaining the excess below 10 GeV as arising from dark matter annihilation.
We attempt to use the photon-count distribution of the GCE residual to distinguish
between the scenarios of dark matter annihilation in a smooth NFW halo and an unresolved
population of MSPs. However, this effort is inconclusive as the amplitude of the full residuals
is greater than the GCE amplitude by a factor of∼few in almost all photon count bins (Fig. 9).
We thus caution that the residual photon count distribution resulting from mismodeling of
the data may be a confounding factor when using photon count statistics to search for point
source populations.
Although we are unable to confirm the existence of an unresolved MSP point source
population, it remains a compelling explanation because of its close match with the GCE
spectrum below 10 GeV and the potential for the MSP population to produce a secondary
leptonic component at energies significantly higher than that of the prompt gamma-ray emis-
sion. If the MSP electron injection spectrum is sufficiently hard and extends upwards of ∼ 100
GeV, the GCE emission above 10 GeV may be attributable to IC scattering of these high-
energy electrons. The spatial variation of the high-energy tail of the GCE spectrum described
in this work would then follow as a natural result of electron propagation. Looking towards
the future, our understanding of the true source(s) of the GCE will be greatly advanced by
combining multiwavelength observations with the ongoing efforts involving realistic modeling
of cosmic-ray propagation7 and novel statistical analyses.
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